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MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
 
 
P.L. Ferrari & Co. is fully committed, in regard to its shareholders and stakeholders, to develop a fructuous activity 
and to become a highly respected leading operator on a national and international level. Our capability to 
implement this commitment represents an essential condition for the purposes of building a solid and sustainable 
future for our company and ourselves. 
 
To implement this primary mission, in addition to the innovation, the availability of effective processes and to the 
existence of optimal time-to-market conditions and of commercial results constantly increasing, the adoption of 
values and behaviours shared by all of us is absolutely necessary. Such values and behaviours constitute the basis 
of our corporate reputation, an immaterial asset of invaluable importance destined to conduct a decisive role for 
the purposes of our market success. 
 
It is therefore essential to share the joint values, sincere and responsible, that guide us in our daily activity: in the 
first place the value of integrity, destined to take a central role in the ambit of our commercial activity and of our 
actions. Desiring to expand our activities and our presence on the national and international markets, we must 
demonstrate we are careful, disciplined and ready to adhere to elevated ethic principles. 
 
The present Ethic Code aims at defining such principles. All those who are part of P.L. Ferrari & Co. must adhere 
to these, with the knowledge of how acting or failing to act on a daily basis can increase or, on the contrary, 
diminish the value of our brand and our company. 
 
Therefore, I encourage you to read this Ethic Code with attention to understand clearly the implications for your 
daily work activity and I exhort you as well to refer to the Board of Directors, the Managing Director, the Chief 
Financial Officer and Personnel Manager or to the Supervisory Body to express potential doubts, queries, 
perplexities, requests of clarifications or of guidelines. 
 
Our mutual commitment will allow P.L. Ferrari & Co. to exercise the commercial activity in an always ethic and 
complying way, improving its competitiveness and consolidating its excellent reputation in all the markets in 
which it operates. 
 
 
 
 
____________________________ 

Federico Sergio Deodato 

Chief Executive Officer 
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CONTENT OF OUR ETHIC CODE 

Why an Ethic Code is necessary? 

Our performances are directly connected to our ability 
to fulfil our mandate in an effective way, coherently 
with the long term perspective of our partners and with 
the needs of economic development and diversification. 
To pursue such objectives, it is fundamental to keep the 
trust given to us by all stakeholders managing in an 
ethic and complying way all aspects of our commercial 
activity everywhere in the world. Our Ethic Code 
exactly defines our commitment in order to pursue 
such objective. 

What is the content of our Ethic Code? 

The Ethic Code defines the rules, the principles and the 
basic behaviours in order to pursue our purposes and 
to implement our values. In the Code are synthetically 
described the essential legal and ethical rules as well as 
the practical advices destined to ensure the ethic and 
compliant exercise of our activity. The Ethic Code 
identifies as well the main elements of our compliance 
program pointing out the modes to follow to receive 
assistance and support. 

Who must adhere to the Ethic Code? 

The Ethic Code find its application for all those who 
work directly for P.L. Ferrari & Co. S.r.l. (the 
“Company”) or who represent it, including the 
employees, directors and members of the corporate 
organs. 

Third parties such as contractors, agents, consultants 
and partners who collaborate with the Company or 
who act as its representatives, must abide by the Ethic 
Code. It is necessary to ensure that such subjects are 
aware of the Ethic Code stimulating as well the 
cooperation through the adhesion of the same. Where 
possible, to that end specific contractual requirements 
will have to be applied, able to provide the respect of 
the Ethic Code during the performance of work/duties 
on behalf of the Company. 

Does the Ethic code contains all necessary 
information? 

The Ethic Code describes our commitment to act in an 
ethic and complying way to the principles. However, it 
is necessary to remember that it’s impossible to issue 
guidelines able to deal in an exhaustive way with every 
single case; the absence of applicable indications 
regarding a specific aspect or in case of doubts about 
compliance, it is necessary to ask some simple 
questions: 

 

 

• Is it legal? 
• Is it complying to out Ethic Code? 
• Is it coherent with the Company’s values? 
• How would it be judged by others? 
• Am I ready to take the responsibility for it? 

In the presence of further questions, it is possible to 
request assistance to the Board of Directors, the 
Managing Director, the Chief Financial Officer and 
Personnel Manager or the Supervisory Body. 

What are my responsibilities? 

I must: 

• Read, assimilate and respect the Ethic Code and 
grant its observance by myself and by third parties; 

• Demonstrate my own commitment in favour of the 
integrity by words or with actions; 

• Know and respect the laws, the regulations and the 
policies regarding my own activity; 

• Identify and manage risks regarding compliance 
related to my responsibilities; 

• Refrain from any kind of action able to entail 
unlawful practices or to damage our reputation; 

• Know in which circumstances it is necessary to ask 
for assistance and to whom to refer for this 
purpose; 

• Refer and report likely queries or doubts regarding 
compliance. 

What does the inobservance of the Ethic Code 
entail? 

Those who work for the Company or represent it, 
accept to adhere to our commitment to act in a correct 
manner and to abide by our Ethic Code. Nobody is 
justified to disregard the present Ethic Code, not even 
in the interest or advantage of the Company. Those who 
do not respect such commitment put themselves, their 
colleagues and the company itself at risk and can incur 
in disciplinary actions. 

Regarding the definition of violations of the 
requirements and principles of the present Ethic Code, 
as well as the related disciplinary actions, please refer 
to the Sanction System of the Company, that is integral 
part of its Organisation, Management and Control 
Model. 
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MANAGEMENT MODE OF OUR COMPLIANCE 
PROGRAM 

Who is responsible for the compliance of the 
Company? 

Each one of us must fulfil their duties in an ethic and 
complying manner. The Board of Directors performs its 
function of surveillance through the Chief Executive 
Officer, the Supervisory Body and other higher tier 
managers. By reason of assistance, the task of 
responding to doubts or queries about topic regarding 
the application of the Ethic Code, has been as well 
conferred to the Managing Director, the Chief Financial 
Officer and Personnel Manager, without preventing the 
access to superior organs. 

What is the difference between the Ethic Code and 
the Organisation, Management and Control Model? 

The Ethic Code is voluntarily adopted by the Company 
and it expresses the values and conduct principles 
recognised as its own that must be respected by all its 
recipients. The Ethic Code represents the primary 
instrument for the prevention of unlawful acts. 

The Model, complying with the Legislative Decree n. 
231 of 2001 and inspired to principles expressed in the 
present Ethic Code, responds to specific legal 
obligations for the prevention of specific unlawful acts. 

What is the role of the Supervisory Body? 

The functions of surveillance, implementation and 
application of the present Ethic Code are conferred to 
the Supervisory Body, nominated under Articles 6 and 
7 of the Legislative Decree n. 231 of 2001. In addition to 
the tasks indicated in the specific document 
“Regulation of the Supervisory Body” the following 
duties are entrusted to it: 

• Verifying the observance of the Ethic Code to 
reduce the risk of unlawful acts disciplined by the 
Legislative Decree n. 231 of 2001; 

• Follow and supervise the update activities of the 
Ethic Code, also through the presentation of 
proposals and suggestions; 

• Promote and monitor the initiatives finalised to 
improve the communication and the distribution of 
the Ethic Code to all subjects under the obligation 
to respect its requirements and principles; 

• Express opinions regarding suspected violations of 
the Ethic Code of which there has been notification, 
referring to the competent corporate bodies the 
potential exception detected. 

 

 

 

 

 
What is the role of the Managing Director and Chief 
Financial Officer? 

The Managing Director and the Chief Financial Officer 
and Personnel Manager, following the described 
attribution, manage the compliance program of the 
Company. In this regard, their responsibilities include, 
among others, the duty to: 

• Try to prevent the unlawful or unfair commercial 
behaviours and to identify them where they occur; 

• Evaluate the compliance risks and ensure the 
existence of internal control measures adequate 
for the same; 

• Promote the training and the communication about 
compliance; 

• Manage the internal information and investigation 
process about compliance; 

• Organise reports related to performances and to 
evaluations about compliance destined to the 
Board of Directors and the Supervisory Body. 

In which way can the compliance program help me 
in my job? 

The Ethic Code represents an initial resource for the 
research of indications, advices and answers. To 
receive assistance in terms of indications, training, 
advices and support, it is possible to refer to the Board 
of Directors, the Managing Director, the Chief Financial 
Officer and Personnel Manager or the Supervisory 
Body. These resources are generally destined to assist 
the single subjects in the fulfilment of their duties 
having an exemplary behaviour and promoting an 
environment that encourages all the subjects 
associated to the Company to conduct their behaviour 
and the corporate activity in an ethic and complying 
manner. 

In which way can the compliance program help the 
Company? 

Our Ethic Code defines the rules for an ethic and 
complying behaviour that must be respected by all 
those who are part of P.L. Ferrari & Co. S.r.l.. It is 
possible that some operation activities are due to 
complement the Ethic Code and the related compliance 
policies with the purpose of satisfying specific 
compulsory dispositions and other sectorial 
requirements; in any case, everyone, as a minimum 
requirement, is due to respect the indications of our 
Ethic Code. The Ethic Code and the related policies 
constitute a foundation to implement in a coherent 
manner the expectations of the stakeholders in regards 
to the Company. 
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MODES FOR THE COMMUNICATION OF QUERIES OR 
DOUBTS 

All the recipients of the present Ethic Code must report 
instructions received or circumstances that are not in 
compliance with the law, employment contracts, 
internal regulations and the present Ethic Code. 

Why is it important to submit queries about 
compliance or report potential doubts? 

The company adheres to very high principles of 
integrity and compliance. For this reason, everyone 
must pay attention to what happens and to submit 
queries or report their doubts where they believe 
potential violations of the Ethic Code are occurring or 
have occurred. Only by submitting a query or reporting 
a doubt it will be possible to manage in an immediate 
way potentially dangerous situations. The single 
subjects must as well collaborate to the investigation 
activities by the Managing Director, the Chief Financial 
Officer or the Supervisory Body with the objective to 
consent an adequate solution to the case. 

Does, who reports potential doubts, incur in 
negative consequences? 

We wish to encourage you in good faith to submit 
potential queries or doubts about compliance, ensuring 
that retaliations of whatever nature against those who 
report potential issues related to the Ethic Code will not 
be tolerated. Potential retaliation behaviours will be 
subject to disciplinary actions. 

To safeguard employees, maximum confidentiality will 
always be kept and potential information will be 
divulged only in cases of actual necessity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To whom must the reports be forwarded? 

The interested subjects must report without delay to 
the Supervisory Body every single violation of the 
principles and requirements contained in the present 
Ethic Code. 

The Supervisory Body judges the exceptions referred 
against the values of the Company and against the 
prevailing laws and regulations; moreover, it evaluates 
the violations of the Ethic Code and the existence of 
potential unlawful criminal actions in the ambit of the 
powers and the functions attributed to it under the 
Legislative Decree n. 231 of 2001. 

The Supervisory Body can be reached directly at the 
following dedicated email address: 
OdV@PLFerrari.com. 

In case of doubts regarding whether to report to the 
Supervisory Body, it is as well possible to contact the 
Managing Director or the Chief Financial Officer and 
Personnel Manager, who are available to examine 
possible perplexities and queries about compliance. 

The Managing Director can be reached on the 
telephone, at the internal number indicated on the 
corporate address book, or at the following dedicated 
email address: Antonio.Talarico@PLFerrari.com. 

The Chief Financial Officer and Personnel Manager can 
be reached on the telephone, at the internal number 
indicated on the corporate address book, or at the 
following dedicated email address: 
Marco.Mancini@PLFerrari.com. 
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INTEGRITY IN THE EXERCISE OF THE COMMERCIAL 
ACTIVITY 

Our commitment 

We commit to exercise our commercial activity 
everywhere in the world complying with all the 
applicable laws and the regulations. Maintaining 
business relationships, the Company will compete 
always acting in a correct way and respecting all the 
rules that safeguard market integrity. We will refrain 
from the exercise of unfair commercial practices and 
will fully observe the rules in force and the principles 
internationally accepted regarding competition, 
commerce, finance and other aspects. 

We will achieve such commitments: 

• Preventing improper cash or kind payments; 
• Preventing market abuses; 
• Complying to the international commercial rules; 
• Preventing money laundering; 
• Observing the rules on competition. 
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Prevention of improper payments in cash or kind 

General information 

Most the countries, including Italy, apply severe rules in 
terms of corruption, payment of bribes and similar kind 
of frauds perpetrated by companies, by their 
employees or by third parties such as consultants 
and/or agents. 

Employees of the company must always refrain from 
attempting to influence, directly or indirectly, public 
officials, companies or privates paying bribes or using 
other unfair means and from accepting in any case 
similar payments or benefits. 

According to the law, the companies must accurately 
report all payments, of any value, in their accounting 
books and records. 

To avoid unfair behaviours, third parties who represent 
the Company must be subject to adequate investigation 
and verification activities (due diligence), must commit 
to respect our Ethic Code and must be object of a careful 
management. 

Incentivised payments, made of payments of smaller 
import paid to public officials for the purposes of 
speeding up practices related to goods or services, 
although admitted in some states, are considered 
unlawful in others. In the presence of suspected 
requests or expectations related to the correspondence 
of incentivised payments, it is necessary to refer to the 
Managing Director, the Chief Financial Officer and 
Personnel Manager. 

Potential expenses, reasonable and of small amount, 
related to gifts or entertainments offered in the respect 
of policies and procedures of the Company can be 
considered acceptable; however, they must be carried 
out with discernment, as well as being duly authorised, 
to exclude that they could be considered an improper 
payment. 

Behaviour to maintain 

Refrain from offering, lavishing or accepting improper 
payments such as bribes or valuable goods, either 
directly or through third parties, to obtain businesses 
or to influence commercial decisions. 

Report without hesitation to the Managing Director, the 
Chief Financial Officer and Personnel Manager or the 
Supervisory Body potential suspected situations 
related to improper payments. 

 

 

 

 

 

Avoid from lavishing incentivised payments. Refer to 
the Managing Director, the Chief Financial Officer and 
Personnel Manager or the Supervisory Body if in 
presence of suspected requests or expectations having 
as an object the lavishing of incentivised payments. 

Select and monitor with attention to exclude potential 
actions by third parties on our behalf who lavish or 
receive improper payments. 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Potential offers having as an object gifts or 
entertainments excessively expensive or frequent. 

Third parties who do not clearly justify expenses made 
or which commissions appear to be excessive as 
compared to the service supplied. 

Clients or public officials who suggest or imply the need 
to follow specific payments to obtain business or 
information. 

Potential doubtful or suspected entries in the 
accounting books or records such as entries that are not 
registered. 

Question and answer 

QUESTION: we desire to appoint a third party so that it 
can assist us to obtain the necessary permits for a new 
construction project. Is this a fair behaviour? 

ANSWER: it could be. It is necessary to verify that the 
third party enjoys a good reputation and commits to act 
in a complying way to our Ethic Code. Specifically, it is 
necessary to submit it to adequate investigation and 
verification activities in the ambit of the selection 
process ensuring as well that it knows and respects our 
policies about improper payments and periodically 
monitoring its activities. We could be responsible for 
actions by third parties who act on our behalf with 
consequential risks for our reputation. 

Who to refer for assistance 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarification or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to the responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or the Supervisory Body. 
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Prevention of market abuse 

General information 

Market abuse consist in various activities such as the 
abuse of privileged information (insider trading), the 
divulgation of confidential internal information (stock 
tipping), the divulgation of false information and stock-
manipulation. Information involving such activities can 
be obtained directly or indirectly therefore it is 
necessary to act with care to manage similar 
information. 

Privileged information are substantial information 
about the Company, other companies or their stocks, 
that are not publicly available. They are information 
that can influence the investors’ decisions about the 
purchase, the sale or possession of a stock, such as the 
adjudication of a considerable tender contract not yet 
announced to the public or potential existing operation 
regarding possible mergers, acquisitions or joint 
ventures. 

The abuse of privileged information (insider trading) is 
the sale or purchase of stocks, personally executed or 
through members of the family or other subjects, by 
virtue of the possession of privileged information. 

The divulgation of privileged information (stock 
tipping) is the suggestion or encouragement to third 
parties of the sale or purchase of a stock by virtue of the 
possession of privileged information such as the 
inappropriate divulgation of privileged information. 

Market abuses committed by employees can be 
extremely damaging for the whole company; in several 
states the subjects involved can as well incur criminal 
proceedings. 

Behaviour to maintain 

Refrain from committing market abuses. 

Avoid to discuss or to divulge substantial non-public 
information inside or outside of the Company, except 
for the necessary and duly approved corporate 
purposes. 

Assimilate and respect the requirements defined in the 
Company’s policies regarding the conduct on the 
market and the negotiation of stocks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Act with care in the discussion of potential confidential 
information regarding the Company in public places, to 
avoid to divulge privileged information. 

Report without hesitation to the Managing Director, the 
Chief Financial Officer and Personnel Manager or to the 
Supervisory Body potential suspects relating to market 
abuses. 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Requests relating to confidential information advanced 
by subjects who have no necessity to have them. 

Discussions with members of the family, friends or 
colleagues, having as object confidential information. 

Sale and purchase activities taking place closely to the 
announcement of significant events. 

Question and answer 

QUESTION: a potential commercial partner had a 
presentation reserved to my Operational Unit 
regarding information about a new product that he 
intends to release on the market. Although it has been 
decided not to use this opportunity, in my opinion their 
product really is innovative. Can I purchase stocks of 
such company? 

ANSWER: No. it is necessary to refrain from the 
purchase of the stocks of such company until the 
general public will be informed about the new product. 
The information received are considered privileged as 
they have been divulged in the ambit of a confidential 
presentation. Such information are as well substantial 
as they are presumably able to influence an investment 
decision regarding stocks of the company referred to. 

Who to refer for assistance? 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to the responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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Observance of international commercial 
regulations 

General information 

The regulations about commerce apply to the transfer 
of goods, services and technical information within the 
national borders. 

In the majority of countries, Italy included, there are 
rules in force that regulate import, export and customs 
procedures; in many other nations on the other hand, 
there are restrictions in force for the performance of 
commercial activities with countries and with physical 
or legal entities. They apply to importations and 
exportations related to direct and specific indirect 
operations. 

In addition to the traditional transport systems, the 
import and export operations can occur electronically, 
during negotiations or during visits to plants. 

Employees of the Company who travel to another 
country are personally subject to restrictions on the 
importation of goods in their possession. 

Behaviour to maintain 

Assimilate and respect the rules in place on commerce 
and the related restrictions in the jurisdictions where 
the commercial or supply of goods and services 
activities take place. 

Keep adequate records of all the operations of import 
and export, including purchase orders, contracts, 
invoices and payment records complying with the 
policy applied by the Company regarding the 
preservation of documents. 

Keep informed about clients and suppliers, so to know 
who they are, what do they do, where they are and the 
use they do with our goods. 

Report without hesitation to the Managing Director, the 
Chief Financial Officer and Personnel Manager or to the 
Supervisory Body potential inobservance, actual or 
presumed, about rules, regulations and restrictions on 
commerce. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Commercial restrictions in force in the jurisdiction 
where the performance of commercial activity takes 
place. 

Technical discussions regarding information subject to 
commercial restrictions which take place within the 
national borders. 

Crossing of national borders with goods or information 
subject to commercial restrictions. 

Customs payments that appear suspect or that are 
different from the normal performance of the 
commercial activity. 

Transfer of software, technical data, know-how or 
technology subject to restrictions through email, data 
downloads, meetings or visits to offices of the 
Company. 

Question and answer 

QUESTION: I have been contacted by a local company 
that affirms it can speed up the customs procedures for 
our imports. Could we use their assistance, can I give 
them this task? 

ANSWER: firstly, it is necessary to submit the company 
to adequate verification to confirm it lawfully exercises 
its activity, that it has a good reputation and that it 
disposes of the necessary competences. It is necessary 
to remember that in the eyes of a regulatory body, a 
third party who acts for P.L. Ferrari & Co. S.r.l. and the 
Company itself are equivalent. Before assigning such 
task to that company, it is necessary to submit it to 
adequate screening and verification activity 
ascertaining as well the commitment to operate in an 
ethic way and to adhere to our Ethic Code. 

Who to refer for assistance? 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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Prevention of money laundering 

General information 

“Money Laundering” is defined as a process adopted by 
companies or privates to conceal illegal funds or of 
making illegally-gained proceeds appear legal. 

The Company commits to ensure that its operation 
activities are complying to the rules in force regarding 
money laundering. We entertain relationships 
exclusively with clients and partners who have a good 
reputation, who exercise legal commercial activities 
and who use funds coming from legal sources. 

Each one of us must ascertain the origin of sums of 
money and goods received or obtained and the identity 
of subjects to whom payments are made. 

In many countries, Italy included, there are rules in 
force that prohibit money laundering and that provide 
for a criminal responsibility on both the company and 
the employees. 

Behaviour to maintain 

Get information about clients, partners and suppliers. 
Perform the necessary investigation and verification 
activities to confirm that their activities and 
commercial transactions have a good reputation and 
are conducted in a responsible manner. 

Pay attention to payments that appear to be potentially 
not in conformity and to clients that potentially show 
insufficient integrity in the ambit of the operation 
activity. 

Report transaction potentially suspect or cases of 
money laundering to the Managing Director, the Chief 
Financial Officer and Personnel Manager or to the 
Supervisory Body. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Proposal to execute cash payments or actual execution 
of cash payments by clients or partners that have not 
been preventively subject to adequate investigation 
and verification activities. 

Excess payment for goods or services by clients who 
hence request a refund. 

Supply of incomplete or suspect information by clients, 
suppliers, agents or partners. 

Orders and purchases that appear incoherent with 
normal commercial activities of a client. 

Payments received by unusual sources or made to 
unusual sources, or payments received by countries or 
made to countries which are not normally associated 
with the specific client. 

Question and answer 

QUESTION: within the ambit of a sale of real estate, the 
buyer offers to pay a deposit unusually high. It is the 
first time that it happens to me; how should I behave? 

ANSWER: it is right to be suspicious and raise this 
question. In this case, it is appropriate to refer to the 
Managing Director, the Chief Financial Officer and 
Personnel Manager or to the Supervisory Body to get 
their confirmation of legitimacy of the transaction. The 
responsibility to report potentially suspect activities is 
uniquely on the interested subject; consultants will 
have instead the task to establish if a real case of money 
laundering is occurring and the related initiatives. 

Who to refer for assistance? 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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Observance of competition regulations 

General information 

In many countries, there are rules in force about 
antitrust and unfair competition. Such rules are 
rigorous and complex and their application task often 
extends beyond the national borders; in addition, they 
provide severe sanctions in case of inobservance by 
companies or privates. 

The rules about antitrust and unfair competition 
prohibit agreements that limit or restrict commerce, 
such as price fixing, manipulation of tenders, market 
sharing and cartels constitution. 

Unfair competition practices include activities such as 
making false declarations regarding competitors, 
improper use of business secrets of competitors, the 
divulgation to competitors of information relating to 
prices and territories the restriction of the supply 
sources of competitors and behaviours to make the 
suppliers cancel their contracts made with the same. 

Potential discussions taking place in the ambit of 
sectorial associations or events to which competitors 
take part or the potential presence of inappropriate 
declarations within the marketing departments can 
cause serious inconveniences. 

In many jurisdictions, there are rules in force that 
provide the necessity of a preventive authorisation for 
operations such as mergers, acquisitions, joint ventures 
or similar transactions, particularly where they involve 
competitors. 

Behaviours to maintain 

Request the preventive authorisation of your 
responsible before taking part to meetings that provide 
the involvement of competitors. 

Avoid taking part in discussions where competitors are 
involved to exchange or share competitive information, 
such as information relating to prices, discounts, prices 
determination policies, profits, market share, 
production levels, customers or geographic areas of 
sale. 

Cooperate with the Managing Director, the Chief 
Financial Officer and Personnel Manager or the 
Supervisory Body to verify knowledge of the rules on 
competition applicable to commercial operations of 
competence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ensure that all the operations relating to mergers, 
acquisitions or joint ventures satisfy the criteria for 
approval defined by the applicable rules on 
competition and by the regulatory bodies. 

Report without hesitation to the Managing Director, the 
Chief Financial Officer and Personnel Manager or to the 
Supervisory Body any suspected competitive activity. 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Attempts by competitors to discuss competitive 
information, such as prices, offers, sales or territories. 

Discussions taking place within sectorial associations, 
meetings or events to which take part competitors and 
subjects related to prices, markets, profits or other 
aspects that can affect the said competitors. 

Potential appearance on the desk of inappropriate 
competitive information, such as the offer of a 
competitor or the information relating to prices during 
a call for bids. 

Any type of exclusive agreement for the sale or 
purchase of goods. 

Question and answer 

QUESTION: I have been invited to a sectorial meeting 
where our main competitors will take part. Can I take 
part? 

ANSWER: although such meetings are appropriate, it is 
necessary to adopt some precautions to protect 
yourself and the Company. Before taking part, it is 
necessary to report the scheduled meeting to your own 
responsible requesting their approval. Avoid taking 
part to discussions on competitive topics and take 
notes of the participants and of the topics discussed, in 
sight of potential future queries. 

Who to refer for assistance? 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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INTEGRITY IN THE INTERACTION WITH CLIENTS, 
PARTNERS, SUPPLIERS AND P.A. 

Our commitment 

We will treat with respect our clients, partners, 
suppliers, employees and Public Administration 
representatives and will always act in a professional, 
ethic and complying manner within the commercial 
activities entertained with the same. We will offer 
hospitality levels commensurate and appropriate to the 
circumstances, will protect the confidential and 
sensitive information of these subjects and will avoid 
even the minimum semblance of conflict of interest to 
prejudice the mutual relationships. 

We will achieve such commitments: 

• Offering and accepting gifts and entertainments in 
an appropriate measure; 

• Preventing conflicts of interest; 
• Treating competitive information in a fair manner; 
• Effectively cooperating with suppliers; 
• Interacting in a correct manner with the Public 

Administration. 
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Offer and acceptance of gifts and entertainments in 
an appropriate measure 

General information 

Although gifts and entertainments could represent an 
instrument to increase the start-up, if offered or 
received in an inappropriate measure they could put in 
doubt the intentions and the objectivity of the Company 
and the single subjects. 

Gifts and entertainments include any valuable good 
offered to third parties by employees, representatives 
of the Company or their family members or offered by 
third parties to these subjects. The Ethic Code applies 
as well for gifts and entertainments offered and 
received among colleagues. 

The rules in place regarding gifts and entertainments 
vary noticeably between companies and between 
public bodies and are extremely rigorous. Appearances 
can have more importance than gifts themselves; 
therefore, it is necessary to act with care and discretion 
always complying with the present guidelines when 
offering and receiving gifts and entertainments. 

All gifts and entertainments offered must be 
reasonable, coherent with ethic, cultural and 
professional procedures, complying with our policies. 

Before offering a gift or an entertainment, it is 
appropriate to verify to have knowledge of the rules in 
force on the recipients ‘part relating to the acceptance 
of gifts, so to avoid embarrassing situations for both 
parties. 

Public Administrations are used to apply more severe 
rules as the ones used in normal commercial practice in 
terms of acceptance of gifts or entertainments by their 
own employees and their bodies. 

Third parties, such as agents and partners who 
represent the Company, must comply with its policies 
and guidelines without exceptions. 

Behaviour to maintain 

Assimilate and respect the policies applied by the 
Company about the offering and acceptance of gifts and 
entertainments. 

Act with discretion to avoid any semblance of 
inconvenience, in terms of value and type, of gifts and 
entertainments offered or received. 

Refrain from offering or making gifts or entertainments 
to third parties or colleagues without respecting our 
policies about gifts and entertainments. 

Refrain from offering or making gifts or entertainments 
of any nature to public officials without preventive 
approval. 

Never offer or accept cash payments. 

Request the necessary approval and report any gift or 
entertainment offered or received in compliance with 
our policies. 

 

 

Record in an exhaustive and accurate manner all 
expenses incurred for gifts or entertainments. 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Potential requests or hint to the fact that a gift or 
entertainment would be appreciated. 

Gifts or entertainments that involve public officials or 
made to family members. 

Inappropriate gifts (such as cash sums), 
entertainments or locations. 

Offers made during a call for tenders. 

Potential gifts or entertainments that affect or can 
apparently affect on the objectivity of the recipient. 

Question and answer 

QUESTION: a supplier invited me to take part to a 
sports event with him. Can I accept the invitation? 

ANSWER: it is right to ask this question. Before 
accepting, it is necessary to subject such invitation to 
the Managing Director, the Chief Financial Officer and 
Personnel Manager or to the Supervisory Body. The 
decision in this regard will be taken according to 
several factors, such as the function covered by the 
interested subject, the relationship entertained with 
the supplier, the place where the event will take place 
and the subject that will bear the related costs. 
Generally the Company does not encourage the 
acceptance of gifts offered to employees or family 
members by third parties who entertain business 
relationships with the same. Such circumstance could 
bring into question the objectivity of the recipient and 
potentially be embarrassing for the receiver 
himself/herself and for the Company. 

QUESTION: the next week we will meet some 
functionaries for a public body and we would like to 
offer them lunch. Is that possible? 

ANSWER: it depends on the rules applied by the specific 
public body. Such rules, although different for every 
single body, are usually extremely severe about these 
aspects. It is therefore appropriate to subject the 
question to the Managing Director, the Chief Financial 
Officer and Personnel Manager or to the Supervisory 
Body so that they can establish the appropriate 
behaviour. The public bodies’ employees often must 
obtain a preventive authorisation even to be able to 
accept a lunch. By carrying out preventively all the 
necessary verifications, it will be possible to avoid 
embarrassing situations. 

Who to refer for assistance? 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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Prevention of conflicts of interest 

General information 

We do respect all our employees’ privacy and their 
right to take part to legitimate activities of financial, 
commercial nature or other kind, outside of their job. It 
is however necessary that such activities are legitimate 
and do not implicate any conflict with the job 
responsibilities of the single subjects. 

There is a conflict where the personal, social and 
financial activities of the employee or other activities 
and relationships entertained by the same interfere or 
can apparently interfere with his/her objectivity or 
with his loyalty towards the Company. 

It is impossible to list all the potential situations of 
conflict; as an example, they include the performance of 
a second job, the possession of a financial interest in a 
project or in an investment by the Company, the 
obtainment of a personal advantage through the 
knowledge of substantial non-public information or 
other confidential information, the existence of 
members of the family employed at clients or suppliers’ 
companies or the performance of services as a 
consultant or administrator for legal entities external 
to the company. 

Behaviour to maintain 

Avoid any kind of activity able to create a conflict 
between your personal interests and the Company’s 
interests or even the semblance of a conflict that can 
bring into question the objectivity and the faithfulness 
towards the Company. 

Pay attention to possible conflicts of interest and report 
them to your responsible or to the Managing Director, 
the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel Manager or to 
the Supervisory Body to receive assistance to solve 
them. Such aspect has a crucial importance to maintain 
the credibility of the company and that of the interested 
personnel. 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Financial interests personally held or by members of 
the family in companies that entertain commercial 
relationships with subjects being part of the Company. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

External affiliations with competitors, clients or 
suppliers actual or potential of the Company. 

Performance of part-time services outside of their job 
capable of creating a conflict with the job performed. 

Attempts by third parties to use the role performed by 
the employee within the Company to promote an 
external activity. 

Offers of gifts or entertainments by actual or potential 
suppliers. 

Activities regarding the recruitment of family members 
or friends, granting them promotions or acting as their 
supervisor. 

Question and answer 

QUESTION: I have been asked to be part of the Board of 
Directors of a local charity. From what I learned, such 
circumstance can represent a conflict of interest. Is it 
true and, in case of the affirmative, how shall I behave? 

ANSWER: it is true. Having reported this situation, is 
already the first step to solve it. The reporting of an 
activity of this type allows the interested subject to 
maintain his/her credibility by requiring an external 
evaluation and the approval by his/her responsible, the 
Managing Director or the Chief Financial Officer and 
Personnel Manager. If between the charity and the 
Company does not exist a direct relationship to 
determine a conflict and if the time dedicated to such 
activity does not affect the work responsibilities of the 
interested person, there should not be obstacles to the 
fact that this person can be part of the Board of 
Directors. 

Who to refer for assistance? 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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Fairness in the management of competitive 
information 

General information 

Knowledge and comprehension relating to competitors 
and suppliers have a crucial role for any company; in 
the acquisition and use of competitive information it is 
however necessary to respect the applicable rules and 
good commercial practices. 

Legitimate sources of competitive information are 
available printed material, publications of the sector, 
publicly available material, market trends, etc. 

Practices such as theft, false declarations, telephone 
interceptions, instigation of third parties and the 
adoption of similar means to acquire information are 
never acceptable. 

Third parties must adhere to the rules of our Ethic Code 
and cannot be used to obtain information in an unfair 
manner. 

Behaviour to maintain 

Acquire the competitive information exclusively from 
legitimate sources without recurring in any case to 
unlawful or unfair behaviours. 

Prevent the possibility to receive or to use confidential 
information belonging to competitors or third parties. 

Refrain from using confidential information acquired in 
the ambit of a previous job. 

Pay particular attention to the use of competitive 
information during a procedure of call for tenders, 
specifically where this has as an object the entrustment 
of a public or state tender. 

If a competitive information is considered of a 
confidential nature, refer to the Managing Director, the 
Chief Financial Officer and Personnel Manager or the 
Supervisory Body before using it. 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Competitive information to which the interested 
subject has access, of which he/she has knowledge or 
which he/she receives through unidentified sources. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use of confidential information in the absence of 
specific agreements or use of similar information in 
violation of confidentiality agreements. 

Pressures exercised on an employee to make him/her 
reveal confidential information relating to the company 
where he/she used to work previously. 

Questions and answers 

QUESTION: I received a copy of the offer of a competitor 
for a project in which regards we will present an offer 
as well. What should I do with it? 

ANSWER: it is always appropriate to refrain from 
research or divulge similar information. In any case, 
where such data are acquired by chance (or, anyway, 
not voluntarily), it is necessary to seal and protect them 
avoiding to use them. In addition, it is appropriate to 
refer to the Managing Director, Chief Financial Officer 
and Personnel Manager, or to the Supervisory Body to 
indicate the modes to follow. The competitive 
information of confidential nature, specifically the 
information relating to the offer procedure, are 
extremely sensitive and their use is inappropriate in 
almost any case. 

QUESTION: I have several information acquired from 
companies where I used to work previously that could 
be useful for P.L. Ferrari & Co. S.r.l. to plan a competitive 
strategy. What should I do with those information? 

ANSWER: we intend to respect in any case the 
confidentiality of information of another company, in 
the same way as we expect that another company 
respects ours. It is necessary to refrain from divulging 
the confidential information acquired during a 
previous employment; such divulgation could have 
legal implications and be damaging for the reputation. 
It is as well likely that the interested subject has made 
an agreement with their previous employer committing 
to refrain from similar divulgations. 

Who to refer for assistance 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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Effective cooperation with suppliers 

General information 

Suppliers of goods and services perform a fundamental 
and essential role for our commercial activity and we 
expect that they behave in an ethic way and complying 
with the principles. 

Suppliers must be selected in an equal way and based 
on merits and must commit contractually to act in an 
ethic manner and fully comply with applicable rules 
and regulations. 

Suppliers must treat personnel in an equal manner, 
must grant a healthy and safe work place and protect 
the environment. 

Behaviour to maintain 

Select the suppliers based on merits and 
competitiveness. Avoid potential conflicts of interest, 
such as inappropriate gifts or entertainments or 
favouritism of any nature to influence the choice. 

Use suppliers who operate in a coherent manner to our 
commitment in favour of integrity and complying with 
the applicable law. 

Before taking on any commitment towards suppliers, 
verify the existence of approvals and requested 
documents. 

Verify that suppliers know the applicable rules of our 
Ethic Code and interact with us ensuring their 
observance (for example, policies regarding gifts and 
entertainments and policies regarding improper 
payments). 

Protect the confidential information about the 
suppliers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Activities or practices by the suppliers that are 
incoherent or in contrast with our Ethic Code. 

Choice of a supplier for reasons not inspired to fair 
competition. 

Entrustment of commissions to supplying companies 
having as partners or directors, relatives or friends. 

Inappropriate use of confidential information about the 
Company or third parties or inappropriate access to 
similar information. 

Question and answer 

QUESTION: my brother works in a company with which 
we are considering the possibility of making business. 
Can that circumstance represent a problem? 

ANSWER: it will depend on several factors, such as the 
fact that the interested subject is or isn’t involved in the 
decision about the choice of the supplier being 
considered. The interested subject, if involved in such 
decision, must inform the operation responsible 
competent for the decision and must not take part in 
the selection procedure. It is essential to avoid any 
circumstance able to let others imply that the 
entrustment of the commission occurred in an 
inappropriate manner. Potential queries relating to the 
behaviour to maintain must be subject to the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or the Supervisory Body. 

Who to refer for assistance 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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Fairness in the interaction with the P.A. 

General information 

Are considered public officials, employees, public 
bodies, public companies (or with public capital) and all 
those who act in their name and on their behalf. 

In the entertainment of business relationships with the 
Public Administration special rules must be applied 
that can differ considerably from the rules in place in 
the relationships with commercial companies. 

Acceptable corporate practices in commercial ambit, 
such as the offer of hospitality, can be considered 
inacceptable or even unlawful in the relationships with 
the Public Administration. 

It is necessary to pay particular attention to grant the 
accuracy of financial information and information of 
different nature given to the P.A.. 

In many countries there are in place severe rules about 
participation to the political or electoral process by 
companies, for example in the shape of donations to 
political groups or lobbying activities towards public 
officials. P.L. Ferrari & Co. S.r.l. is not involved, neither 
directly, nor indirectly, in political or electoral activities 
of any kind. 

The political or electoral activity of the employees, such 
as the support given to local candidates or donations to 
candidates who take part in elections, can be 
appropriate if it is carried out complying with the law 
in force in their place of residence, that does not involve 
in any way the Company and that does not appear as 
able to imply such an involvement. 

The inobservance of rules and regulations about 
interaction with the Public Administration can imply 
serious civil and criminal sanctions. 

Behaviour to maintain 

Considering the complexity of the rules and regulations 
in place about interaction with the Public 
Administration, it is necessary to verify the awareness 
of the circumstances that imply a relationship with 
public officials. 

All declarations made to public officials and state 
bodies must be exhaustive and accurate. 

Give maximum collaboration and act with absolute 
transparency in case of interaction with authorities, 
including with regulatory bodies. 

Refer to the Managing Director, the Chief Financial 
Officer and Personnel Manager or the Regulatory Body 
to subject potential queries about applicable rules and 
regulations to the interaction with the Public 
Administration and public officials. 

 

 

Complying with the Company’s policies about gifts and 
entertainments or about relationships with the Public 
Administration under what is applicable in the specific 
case. 

Report to the Managing Director, the Chief Financial 
Officer and Personnel Manager or the Supervisory Body 
potential external investigations, inspection 
verifications or unusual data requests. 

Verify that all special requirements applicable to the 
interaction with the Public Administration are 
communicated to subcontractors and sellers and that 
they comply with them. 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Special requirements applicable to transactions and 
contracts made with the Public Administration. 

Unusual data requests made from public officials or 
public bodies. 

Circumstances that let others imply that political 
choices correspond with the position of the Company. 

Potential exceptions to contractual requirements. 

Corporate or social events that include the offer of gifts 
or entertainments and in which it is provided or 
possible the participation of public officials. 

Questions and answers 

QUESTION: for lunch tomorrow I will have a business 
meeting with a public official; in similar cases I’m used 
to pay the bill. It won’t be expensive. Can I do that? 

ANSWER: most state bodies apply rigorous 
requirements about the possibility that their 
employees accept potential offers. It is therefore 
necessary to preventively refer to the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or the Supervisory Body to verify the 
applicable requirements in the specific case. A 
preventive authorisation could even be necessary. 

QUESTION: I have been contacted on the phone by a 
regulatory body who requested financial data of a 
project on which we have worked. The data are ready 
to forward; can I forward them? 

ANSWER: in depends on the subject who requested the 
data and on the reason behind the request. If it is a 
routine request provided in the contract, forwarding 
such data is certainly correct. If it is an unusual request, 
before answering it is necessary to refer to the 
Managing Director, the Chief Financial Officer and 
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Personnel Manager or the Supervisory Body. It is 
appropriate to always answer quickly, but before doing 
that it is necessary to understand who has requested 
the data and the reason behind such request. 

Who to refer for assistance? 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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INTEGRITY SAFEGUARDING OUR COMPANY 

Our commitment 

We will guard P.L. Ferrari & Co. S.r.l. resources, in a 
responsible way, safeguarding the reputation and the 
goods and using our time, equipment and information 
with discernment. 

We will achieve such commitments: 

• Exercising an adequate control activity; 
• Administering goods in an effective manner; 
• Using computer resources in an appropriate 

manner; 
• Safeguarding intellectual property and confidential 

information; 
• Managing our documents; 
• Guaranteeing the safety of our personnel, our 

goods and our information; 
• Communicating with the outside in an effective 

manner. 
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Exercise of an adequate control activity 

General information 

As a performance and transparency oriented company, 
we must respect legal obligations that impose an 
accurate recording of commercial and financial 
information. 

Data, accounting books and records must comply with 
accounting principles, with other applicable rules and 
regulations, with the company’s accounting and 
financial policies and procedures. 

The transactions and balances must be classified in an 
adequate and coherent manner; it is as well necessary 
to provide specific procedures and control measures to 
safeguard goods and to grant that the information are 
recorded in a coherent manner. 

The existence of control measures and internal 
processes in the ambit of the Company is ensured 
through the mandate of authorities and the supporting 
financial policies. Those who act outside of the ambit of 
their authorisation can incur disciplinary sanctions. 

The distortion of facts and the falsification of 
information constitute fraudulent activities and can 
imply serious sanction for the Company and for those 
who commit them. 

Our partners, stakeholders and the public, trust the 
information we divulge and our reputation is linked to 
the credibility of such communication. 

Behaviour to maintain 

Record financial information and those of other nature 
accurately, promptly and with honesty, ascertaining 
that all the transactions are adequately authorised and 
comprehensible. 

Abide by the Company’s policies and procedures for the 
commercial and financial statements. 

Pay attention to the circumstances which indicate that 
the statements could not accurately reflect the 
situation. 

Know and respect the limits and powers conferred in 
the authority mandate relevant to your competences 
ambit. 

Before signing or forwarding a signed document, verify 
that the facts are accurately and completely explained. 

Fully cooperate with potential internal and external 
inspection/audit responding promptly to the questions 
and giving the documents and the clarifications 
requested. 

 

 

 

Report potential clues or suspects related to unlawful 
financial actions by the Managing Director, the Chief 
Financial Officer and Personnel Manager or the 
Supervisory Body. 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Inaccurate or incomplete declarations, such as 
overestimated financial forecasts or incorrect requests 
for expenses refund. 

Circumstances that indicate fraudulent activities, such 
as the use of funds for purposes different from those 
recorded. 

Absence of control measures, such as joint signatures 
for bank mandates or other expenses, specifically 
where cash sums are involved. 

Accuracy and completeness of records related to 
transfer expenses or other kind of expenses. 

Apparent incoherence of financial results and related 
commercial performances. 

Question and answer 

QUESTION: the quarter will end this Thursday but I 
have been asked to insert a transaction that will take 
place next week. We are sure that it will be successful. 
Can I do that? 

ANSWER: absolutely not. Our accounting books must 
reflect exactly what happens in the ambit of our 
activity, without exceptions. Although apparently of 
minor importance, an action of this kind could bring 
into question the credibility of our entire financial and 
accounting system. The rules are clear; it is necessary 
to abide by the facts recording the transaction in the 
moment where it takes place, in compliance with the 
accounting requirements and the dispositions of the 
law. 

Who to refer for assistance 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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Effective administration of goods 

General information 

Each one of us must manage with discernment the 
Company’s goods under their control. Such duty 
includes a wide range of activities, such as the 
supervision of performances of an operation unit, a 
controlled company or an investment, the use of 
machineries (computers, telephones and mobile 
devices) and materials (stationery and office furniture), 
the monitoring of expenses and purchases, the 
recording of transfer expenses and management of 
working time in a way responding to specific 
responsibilities. 

We must exercise the requested diligence and 
responsibility, optimising at the same time our goods 
and creating value. 

Corporate goods are destined to assist employees 
achieving their established performance objectives. 
The negligent, ineffective or unlawful use of corporate 
goods damages all of us. 

The use of goods of the Company for personal purposes 
or in favour of external activities must be reasonable 
and reduced to the minimum. Any use that exceeds 
such minimum level must be preventively approved by 
each one’s responsible. 

Behaviour to maintain 

Protect the Company’s goods and funds as if they were 
your own. 

Act with discernment to ensure that the Company’s 
goods are not used in an unfair manner or are wasted. 

Verify that all the expenses are adequately approved as 
well as accurately recorded. 

Do not get rid of any good in the absence of the required 
authorisations and documentation. 

Use the Company’s goods with discernment and 
exclusively for appropriate purposes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Unfair use or waste of material goods or other 
resources. 

Goods not adequately protected against damages or 
theft. 

Circumstances that indicate the possibility of frauds, 
thefts or losses. 

Purchases made without valuating the 
competitiveness, of extravagant nature or not approved 
in the required manners. 

Question and answer 

QUESTION: what is meant by “reduction to the 
minimum of the use of corporate goods”? for example, 
can I use the internet to order some flowers for my 
wife’s birthday or to book a hotel for my next holidays? 

ANSWER: it’s difficult to give applicable indications for 
each situation and there will always be undeterminable 
areas. We entrust our employees to reasonably abide 
by our Ethic Code.  Using the internet on the work place 
from time to time to goods or services can be 
acceptable, but using it for all their purchases would be 
excessive. Similarly, making a copy of an information 
booklet for a charity initiative can be fair, but making 
hundreds of copies would be excessive. In case of 
doubts about the fairness of a behaviour, it is necessary 
to refer to their responsible. 

Who to refer for assistance 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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Appropriate use of computer resources 

General information 

Hardware, software, data and networks that constitute 
our computer resources are goods of critical 
importance for the Company and have an essential role 
for the purposes of the achievement of our corporate 
objectives. Such goods allow us to communicate 
internally and externally, to store our information and 
to perform our commercial activity. 

Communications made through computer, telephones, 
mobile devices or other electronic resources of the 
Company, as well as information included in these, 
belong to the Company and the Company has the power 
to monitor the activity of the said resources to verify 
that their use is finalised to the performance of the 
corporate activity in a legal manner and in compliance 
with our policies and procedures. 

Email communications are considered corporate 
records and are often object of particular attention 
during investigations by regulatory bodies and during 
litigations. 

Behaviour to maintain 

Use the computer and other informatic goods in a 
responsible way and with discernment for corporate 
purposes. Potential personal uses must be reduced to 
the minimum. 

Avoid downloading data files without licence and 
approval released by the IT department. 

Refrain from inappropriate use of the computer for the 
transmission of messages or access to websites with 
offensive, unlawful or obscene content. 

Protect the computer, the information contained in it 
and the passwords against theft and potential 
unauthorised third parties access. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Emails containing inappropriate content or 
information such as chain letters, reminders or 
offensive material. 

Informatic applications used on the computer in the 
absence of license and approval released by the IT 
department. 

Unattended or unprotected  computers or mobile 
devices. 

Involuntary divulgation or password sharing. 

Use of websites and social media in a way not 
complying with the Company’s policy for the use of 
computer resources. 

Question and answer 

QUESTION: during my working hours I am used to 
sending emails from time to time to my sons to know 
how they are doing. Can I do that? 

ANSWER: there are no problems. Employees can use 
the computer, as well as the telephone, for personal 
reasons. This allows to perform in a more efficient 
manner the routine obligations/responsibilities 
without leaving the office. The use for personal reasons 
must be however reduced to the minimum and must 
not affect the working activity. It is therefore 
appropriate to behave reasonably referring to your 
responsible for potential queries. 

Who to refer for assistance 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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Safeguard of intellectual property and confidential 
information 

General information 

Intellectual property is one of the most important 
assets for the Company. To be able to achieve the 
benefits reached through our considerable 
commitment, its adequate safeguard is essential. 

Intellectual property includes trademarks, copyrights, 
industrial secrets, know-how, patents and a wide range 
of further corporate information, such as business 
plans, research and technical data, records relating to 
personnel and financial data. 

Confidential information must be shared exclusively 
within the Company or with professional consultants, 
divulging them in these cases as well just to those who 
have actual necessity to know them. 

It is equally important to safeguard intellectual 
property, know-how and confidential information of 
third parties of which we are in possession. Potential 
inobservances of this requirement can imply legal 
proceedings, fines and other sanctions on the employee 
of the Company. 

Behaviour to maintain 

Be aware of intellectual property, know-how and 
confidential information in your possession, belonging 
to the Company or to third parties, and take care of 
their safeguard. 

Always refer to the Managing Director, the Chief 
Financial Officer and Personnel Manager or the 
Supervisory Body before accepting the divulgation of 
confidential information from third parties external to 
the company and before divulging confidential 
information of the Company to third parties. 

Be aware of the existence of potential confidentiality 
agreements regarding information held. 

Before revealing confidential information, verify that 
the recipient has the specific necessity to know them 
and that there is a valid corporate reason to divulge 
them. 

Refrain from trying to obtain confidential information 
in an improper way, for example assigning the task to 
third parties or accessing documents in an unfair 
manner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Acceptance of external confidential information 
without having previously consulted the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or the Supervisory Body. 

Discussion about confidential information with third 
parties in the absence of confidentiality agreements. 

Involuntary divulgation of confidential information in 
the ambit of external meetings or forums. 

Confidential information divulged on the internet, in 
documents transmitted through fax or in the ambit of 
external communications. 

Question and answer 

QUESTION: a former employee has called me and asked 
to send him a copy of the report on which he had 
worked during his employment. I had a verification and 
the said report is confidential. As this person has 
worked on the report and knows its content, can I send 
it to him? 

ANSWER: it is necessary to examine the situation with 
the Managing Director, the Chief Financial Officer and 
Personnel Manager and or the Supervisory body. It is 
possible that the person needs the report for a 
legitimate reason in his present job; it is however 
presumable that there is a specific agreement that 
regulates its use by third parties outside of the 
Company. In the moment of interruption of the work 
relationship, employees must subscribe an agreement 
that limits their ability to use confidential information 
in the future and therefore it is necessary to get a 
consultation, as indicated. 

Who to refer for assistance 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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Management of documents 

General Information 

Documents and records in writing, printed or 
electronic form are essential for the corporate activity 
and must be managed in an appropriate way from the 
moment they are created until their final cancellation. 

The records include both the physical documents, such 
as paper documents, microfilms, DVDs, CDs, tapes, and 
all data and electronic information. Please note that 
emails are considered records. 

In many countries, Italy included, there are special 
restrictions in force about cancellation of documents 
related to disputes, investigations and activities of 
inspective verification. 

Behaviour to maintain 

Avoid creating unnecessary records and storing 
records following the expiry of the utility or 
preservation term provided. 

Be aware of the documents to store and adequately 
protect them. 

Periodically re-examine the documents under your 
control and delete them when possible. 

Refrain from deleting any record that is related to 
disputes, investigations and inspective verification 
activities or that can be successively object of similar 
proceedings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Cancellation of documents which content is unknown. 

Preservation of documents beyond the preservation 
term provided. 

Documents related to disputes, investigations or 
inspective verification activities. 

Question and answer 

QUESTION: next week our office will be transferred. We 
have discovered that in a desk there are various old 
documents and records. What should we do with them?  

ANSWER: it is right to ask this question considering the 
importance of the management of records. It is 
necessary to establish if the records in question must 
be preserved for corporate needs or obligation 
requirements. To get assistance in such decision, it is 
appropriate to refer to the Managing Director, the Chief 
Financial Officer and Personnel Manager or the 
Supervisory Body. 

Who to refer for assistance 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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Safety of personnel, goods and information 

General information 

The progressive increase of the corporate activity on a 
global scale brings along an increase of risks for the 
safety of personnel, of the activity branches and of the 
information. The Company is committed to guarantee a 
safe environment and to safeguard its personnel as well 
as the goods and information that belong to it. 

Each one of us must abide by the applicable policies and 
regulations about safety and to contribute to the 
creation of a work environment safe for everyone, that 
guarantees the safety of both the personnel and of the 
equipment of the Company. 

In the conduction of our operation activity in different 
parts of the world we must provide and implement 
appropriate safety measures. Such measures include 
the adoption of adequate precautions for those who 
travel to problematic areas, the preparation of a safe 
access to plants and the safeguard of computer 
resources and of the information contained in them. 

Control of the access to our premises and the 
awareness of the identity of visitors represent essential 
aspects for an adequate safety.  

For the promotion of safety and the prevention of 
unlawful actions, the Company will conduct specific 
investigations for presumed unfair behaviours. 

In our work places, violent or tedious behaviours of any 
kind won’t be tolerated. 

Behaviour to maintain 

When on business trip, keep alert to identify potential 
threats. Plan ahead of time your activities and adopt the 
necessary precautions. 

Protect the corporate goods under your 
responsibilities, such as the computer/laptop, in a way 
to prevent theft or their use by third parties. Pay 
specific attention about carrying corporate goods when 
on trip. 

Pay attention to potential unauthorised intrusions on 
the computer/laptop and refer to the IT department if 
hit by virus or hacker. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Always refrain from threatening actions or words. 

Signal, always and without hesitation, to your 
responsible, the Managing Director, the Chief Financial 
Officer and Personnel Manager or the Supervisory Body 
potential safety shortages identified. 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Subjects missing identification card in their area. 

Divulgation of sensitive information to people visiting 
your area. 

Presence of computers, machineries or confidential 
information left unattended in areas open to the public 
or on your desk. 

Notices to travellers relating to countries or regions 
which they are about to visit. 

Potential signals of threatening or intimidating 
behaviours among employees. 

Question and answer 

QUESTION: next week in our offices there will be an 
important meeting. It is expected uniquely 
participation on invite and the participants will stay 
only for one day. Is it necessary to put in place safety 
procedures and equip all our visitors with an 
identification card? 

ANSWER: yes. We must know who will be in our 
premises at any time with the purpose to grant the 
safety and integrity. Moreover, to prevent the 
involuntary divulgation of confidential information, the 
positioning of the visitors within our premises must be 
constantly monitored. If the visitors are allowed to have 
access to other areas aside of the conference room, it is 
necessary to ensure that the visited offices/employees 
know about their presence in the area. 

Who to refer for assistance 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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Effective external communication 

General information 

The effective communication to all stakeholders and to 
the public represents an important aspect of our 
commercial activity. Before proceeding to their release, 
it is however necessary to ensure that the 
communications are accurate, prompt and fully agreed 
and authorised. 

The Company adopted a series of guidelines relating to 
the brand to which it is appropriate to abide by in all 
communication materials, such as marketing materials, 
publications, briefings, etc. 

Our reputation of openness and transparency is judged 
based on quality, promptness and accuracy of our 
communications. 

Behaviour to maintain 

Refrain from releasing information externally without 
having agreed them and without necessary approvals. 

Abide by the guidelines relating to brand established by 
the Company. 

Potential requests of information by external sources, 
such as means of communication, financial analysts and 
regulatory bodies must be transmitted to the Managing 
Director or the Chief Financial Officer. 

Potential invites to talk about the Company externally 
must be agreed with the Managing Director or the Chief 
Financial Officer. 

Refrain from communicating on behalf of the company 
if not specifically authorised to do so. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Communications or messages on websites having as 
content confidential information. 

Behaviours that can convince to believe that the 
employee talks on behalf of the Company during the 
performance of personal activities. 

Requests of information by subjects unrelated to the 
Company to obtain confidential or sensitive 
information; participation to discussions that involve 
such subjects. 

Question and answer 

QUESTION: I have been invited to have a speech about 
the Company during a commercial event. Can I do 
that? 

ANSWER: although it is very likely that this is possible, 
it is necessary to refer to the Managing Director or the 
Chief Financial Officer and Personnel Manager to 
obtain the approval and to agree your intervention. He 
will indicate the guidelines and will assist giving the 
most recent information about the mission, the 
objectives and the results of the Company. The 
interested person must be aware of the fact that the 
public will judge the Company based on his/her words 
and his/her behaviour and that he/she will have to 
give proof of professionality, objectivity and fondness. 

Who to refer for assistance 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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INTEGRITY IN THE MUTUAL INTERACTION 

Our commitment 

We will create a healthy and safe work environment 
where everyone will treat the others with maximum 
respect. Our values are important for us and the 
adhesion to our Ethic Code allows us to consolidate 
them. We are committed to obtain clearness of intents 
and to maintain the pride for our job and the passion 
for what we do. 

We will achieve our commitments: 

• Ensuring mutual respect; 
• Guaranteeing a healthy and safe workplace; 
• Safeguarding our privacy. 
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Mutual respect 

General information 

The factual approach of P.L. Ferrari & Co. S.r.l. in the 
willingness to invest and our commitment in favour of 
the building of long-term partnerships mutually 
advantageous, have a crucial role for our success. The 
evolution of the Company in a global subject is 
associated with this approach, with personnel 
operating in various parts of the world. Our strength is 
based on the talent and the diversity of our employees, 
of which we respect the rights and dignity. 

P.L. Ferrari & Co. S.r.l. is committed to create a work 
environment that respects the diversity and that offers 
to employees the opportunity to learn, grow and 
develop their talents. Employees in turn must treat the 
others in a respectful and fair manner, without 
tolerating annoying, violent or offensive behaviours. 

Everyone must promote an environment that gives 
value to the diversity and integration on the workplace. 

The abuse of substances represents a threat for 
everyone; in our work environments, therefore, similar 
behaviours, including the use or the possession of 
drugs or alcohol, must be avoided. All employees must 
refrain from performing their activities under the effect 
of alcohol or drugs, both on the workplace and during 
transfers for work purposes. 

The rules about work vary considerably from one 
country to another; the competent responsible 
personnel, cooperating with the Human Resources 
must grant its observance. 

Behaviour to maintain 

Treat the colleagues, clients, partners, suppliers and all 
others with respect, avoiding to threaten and humiliate 
them and refraining from insinuations and disdainful 
words. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Verify that third parties, suppliers and external 
contractors abide by the rules and regulations in force 
about work whilst operating for the Company or 
representing it. 

Ensure that the decisions regarding the personnel, such 
as decisions relating to recruitment, promotions, 
remuneration, etc. are taken in an equal manner, in 
compliance with the law and internal policies and 
procedures, and are based on needs of the Company. 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Circumstances that indicate behaviours or intimidating 
or inappropriate treatments on the workplace. 

Possible violations of rules in force about employment 
law. 

Question and answer 

QUESTION: my corporate responsible often uses an 
inappropriate language that makes me feel 
uncomfortable. What can I do? 

ANSWER: the offensive language is not professional 
and is in no way tolerated within the Company. It is 
necessary to talk to someone. If the interested person 
feels uncomfortable discussing the situation directly 
with his/her corporate responsible, he/she can report 
the issue to the Managing Director, Chief Financial 
Officer and Personnel Manager or the Supervisory 
Body, always available to give assistance in a 
confidential way. 

Who to refer for assistance 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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Creation of a healthy and safe workplace 

General information 

We are committed to grant a healthy and safe work 
environment for all our employees and for all those 
who work in or visit our premises. 

We are committed to satisfy or go beyond the 
requirements established by the rules about health, 
safety and the environment in force in the jurisdictions 
where we operate. 

Each one of us must show attention and responsibility 
following the policies and regulations about safety to 
create a safe work environment for everyone. Safety 
does not depend only on the availability of safe 
equipment and plants, but on an adequate competence 
and awareness of the subjects. 

Safety must be object of specific attention in everything 
we do, from the assistance given to clients, to the 
evaluation of a new purchase, to the use of machineries 
or tools and to the safe driving of the motor vehicles 
used for service purposes. 

Behaviour to maintain 

Know and respect all regulations, policies and 
guidelines about health and safety applicable to your 
tasks and workplace. 

Pay attention to the surrounding environment and 
report to your responsible personnel potential 
perplexities or aspects to improve health or safety. 

The responsible personnel of the Company must grant 
that the operation activities and workplaces are safe 
and that employees have an adequate training about 
health and safety. 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Potential unsafe conditions or practices existing in the 
workplace, such as the lack of use of safety devices, the 
existence of electrical or chemical unprotected dangers, 
the presence of blocked emergency exits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inobservance of applicable policies and regulations 
about health and safety. 

Circumstances observed on the evaluation of a new 
project that indicate the existence of issues related to 
the respect of safety requirements. 

Questions and answers 

QUESTION: I have noticed the scattering of a chemical 
product inside a storage place. The scattering was 
minimal and the product didn’t seem toxic. Do I have to 
report it? 

ANSWER: yes. Never hesitate in the presence of 
circumstances of potentially dangerous or damaging 
substances and report them immediately to your 
responsible personnel or to the safety representative. It 
is always good practice to be cautious where safety is 
concerned. 

QUESTION: re-examining a project I learned that one of 
our partners was sued several times for violations of 
safety regulations. What should I do? 

ANSWER: it is necessary to consult immediately your 
responsible. The wellbeing of those who work on 
projects of the Company is of major importance and any 
circumstance that indicates the existence of risks must 
be object of careful investigation. Similar situations 
represent a threat for our reputation and must be 
managed immediately. 

Who to refer for assistance 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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Safeguard of our privacy 

General information 

We respect the secrecy of personal information of the 
employees and allow access to personal data only to 
subjects appropriately authorised. 

Each one of us must safeguard employees’ personal 
information accessing to their confidential data and 
sharing them exclusively for legitimate corporate 
purposes, after obtaining adequate authorisations and 
only in cases where actual necessity to know them 
exists. 

Personal data can be defined in an extremely broad 
manner and vary from one state to the other: as an 
example, similar data are built from personal 
identification numbers, telephone numbers, 
information about age, sex and health conditions. 

In many countries, there are rules and regulations that 
prohibit the circulation and use of personal information 
beyond national borders. 

Behaviours to maintain 

Safeguard the privacy of personal data of which we 
have access and grant their use exclusively for 
legitimate corporate purposes. 

Acquire or divulge personal information exclusively 
where there are legitimate corporate needs and the 
acquisitions and divulgation have been appropriately 
authorised. 

Know the rules and regulations in force applicable to 
personal data under your control. 

Refer to the Legal Aspects and Compliance unit 
potential unauthorised divulgations of personal data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Requests having as object personal data coming from 
external or doubtful sources. 

 Involuntary revelation or divulgation of personal data. 

Documents containing personal data. 

Presence of personal data in unsafe or unattended 
workstations, such as fax machines, open card files or 
unattended desks. 

Transfer of personal data within national borders. 

Question and answer 

QUESTION: one of our partners has requested 
information about some of our employees who will take 
part to a conference at his offices. Shall I transmit such 
information? 

ANSWER: although such request can be legitimate, it is 
necessary to evaluate the nature of the information 
requested, the place where these will be sent and the 
modes in which they will be used. The laws in this 
regard vary from one state to the other, similarly to the 
definition of the information that are considered 
personal data. It is necessary to verify the place of 
destination of the data and the modes in which they will 
be used, evaluating for example if personal data will be 
sent to another state or if they will be publicly divulged. 

Who to refer for assistance 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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INTEGRITY IN THE SUPPORT TO OUR 
COMMUNITIES 

Our commitment 

We will be good corporate citizens in the communities 
where we live and operate. We will safeguard the 
environment and will improve our communities 
operating at their service. 

We will achieve our commitments: 

• Safeguarding the environment 
• Servicing our communities 
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Safeguard of the environment 

General information 

The Company commits to satisfy or go beyond the 
sectorial rules and to respect the rules and regulations 
in force about the environment in the jurisdictions 
where it operates. 

We will implement our achievement to safeguard the 
environment and sustainability exercising our activity 
in a complying way and to reduce to the minimum the 
environmental impact and committing in favour of 
research and renewable energies. 

Behaviour to maintain 

Abide by the guidelines about environmental 
sustainability in force on your workplace. 

Reduce the use of energy, water and other resources 
where possible. 

Know and respect all regulations about environment in 
force in the jurisdiction where we operate. 

Valuate with attention the possible environmental 
aspects related to projects, partnerships or 
acquisitions. 

Refer to your responsible personnel, to the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or the Supervisory Body potential 
environmental questions or incompliances with 
regulations about the environment. 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

Complaints by employees or visitors about the 
environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discussions undertaken with regulatory bodies about 
the environment, execution of visits and the issuing of 
reports by similar bodies. 

Opportunities to reduce wastes and the use of 
resources such as energy and water. 

Question and answer 

QUESTION: I was visiting some activities on the field 
and noticed a suspected leak of toxic material. I 
reported it to the contractor who replied that it always 
happens. I don’t think that’s a good thing. What shall I 
do? 

ANSWER: it is right to worry about it. It’s necessary to 
refer to your responsible personnel consulting then the 
team responsible for the environment supervising the 
specific project. The potential consequences for the 
environment are important and can damage our 
reputation. It is necessary that the responsible 
personnel solve the problem without hesitation. This 
case constitutes an effective example of the behaviour 
to maintain where a reporting is not followed by a 
satisfying reply. In similar cases you should not 
surrender referring the issue instead to the upper 
levels; moreover, it will always be possible to consult 
the Managing Director, the Chief Financial Officer and 
Personnel Manager or the Supervisory Body. 

Who to refer for assistance 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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Service in favour of the communities 

General information 

The communities in which we operate are stakeholders 
and the Company commits to be a good corporate 
citizen safeguarding the environment and promoting 
the service in favour of the community. 

We promote the involvement of the employees and 
their support in favour of the communities encouraging 
them to donate time and resources. 

Behaviour to maintain 

Be a good citizen and promote the improvement of 
their community under modes of your own choice. 

Don’t let the support given in favour of external 
organisations interfere with your job responsibilities. 

Avoid to insist so that colleagues offer their contribute 
in favour of the organisations supported. 

Pay attention to avoid any conflict of interest between 
the support offered to a social organisation and your 
working activity. 

In the dedication to a personal commitment, avoid 
behaviours that suggest a representative role for the 
Company. 

Circumstances where attention is necessary 

External commitments that interfere with the ability to 
perform your work responsibilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unfair use of corporate resources in favour of external 
organisations. 

Potential conflicts of interest between the personal 
commitments and work responsibilities. 

Question and answer 

QUESTION: I would like to be a voluntary for a local 
charity. Is this allowed? 

ANSWER: although it is likely that such activity is 
allowed, it is necessary to evaluate some aspects before 
proposing as a volunteer. It is necessary to verify that 
the charity has a good reputation and that the 
volunteering activity does not interfere with the 
specific work responsibilities and that a conflict of 
interest does not appear in any way. For potential 
queries, refer to their responsible personnel, to the 
Managing Director, the Chief Financial Officer and 
Personnel Manager or the Supervisory Body. The 
volunteering activity is important and commendable; it 
only occurs to verify that it doesn’t imply any conflict. 

Who to refer for assistance 

Potential doubts, queries, perplexities, requests of 
clarifications or guidelines can be submitted without 
hesitation to responsible personnel, the Managing 
Director, the Chief Financial Officer and Personnel 
Manager or to the Supervisory Body. 
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YOUR PERSONAL COMMITMENT 

Our Ethic Code clearly expresses our willingness to 
remain an ethic Company which operates in a way 
complying with the law and regulations as well as 
behaviour principles included therein. The words, 
however, are not enough: to translate such ambition in 
reality, the personal commitment of everybody is 
necessary. 

By operating for P.L. Ferrari & Co. S.r.l., you as well 
accept to adhere to such commitment. Each one of us 
must confirm once a-year to have read and understood 
the contents of the Ethic Code and to commit to respect 
them. Those who do not respect our Ethic Code put, at 
their responsibility, the whole Company and their 
colleagues at risk. 

The observance of the rules contained in our Ethic Code 
must be as well considered an essential part of the 
contractual duties of the Company’s employees under 
Article 2104 and following of the Civil Ethic Code. 

The above mentioned yearly confirmation can be done 
in writing or electronically. The new employees will 
receive a copy (paper based or electronic) of the Ethic 
Code and will complete the confirmation procedure 
during their initial training process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OUR COMMITMENT 

Integrity in the exercise of the commercial activity 

We commit to exercise our commercial activity 
everywhere in the world abiding by all the applicable 
laws and regulations. In the entertainment of business 
relationships, the Company will compete acting in a fair 
way and respecting all the rules that safeguard market 
integrity. We will refrain from the exercise of unfair 
commercial practices and will fully abide by the rules in 
force and the internationally accepted principles about 
competition, commerce, finance and other aspects. 

Integrity in the interaction with clients, partners, 
suppliers and P.A. 

We will treat our clients, partners, suppliers, employees 
and representatives of the Public Administration with 
respect, and will always act in a professional, ethic and 
complying manner in the ambit of the commercial 
activities entertained with the same. We will offer 
forms of hospitality commensurate and appropriate to 
the circumstances, will safeguard the confidential 
information of such subjects and will avoid even the 
minimum semblance of conflicts of interest that 
prejudice the mutual relationships. 

Integrity in the safeguard of our company 

We will look after the sources of P.L. Ferrari & Co. S.r.l. 
in a responsible way, safeguarding the reputation and 
the goods, using with discernment our time, equipment 
and information. 

Integrity in the mutual interaction 

We will create a healthy and safe work environment 
where everybody will treat the others with maximum 
respect. Our values are important for us and the 
adhesion to our Ethic Code allows us to consolidate 
them. We are committed to obtain clarity of intents and 
to maintain the pride for our job and the passion for 
what we do. 

Integrity in the support to our communities 

We will be good corporate citizens in the communities 
where we live and operate. We will safeguard the 
environment and will improve our communities 
operating at their service. 
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IMPLEMENTING PROVISIONS 

Adoption and update 

The present Ethic Code, adopted as per resolution of 
the Board of Directors of the Company on 18th 
December 2015, not being considered unchangeable, 
must be read as an instrument capable of being further 
modified and integrated following internal and external 
changes as well as the acquisition of new experiences 
with the time. The purpose is that of ensuring a full 
coherence between the guide values adopted as 
fundamental principles of P.L. Ferrari & Co. S.r.l. and the 
behaviours to maintain under the rules of this Ethic 
Code. 

The present Ethic Code is inspired to the «Guidelines 
for the construction of organisation, management and 
control models by the legislative decree 8 June 2001, n. 
231» approved by Confindustria on the 7th of March 
2002 (updated on 31st of March 2008 and, successively, 
on 31st of March 2014) 

Distribution and communication 

The Ethic Code and its updates are made known to all 
recipients (internal and external) through adequate 
communication and distribution activities in such a 
way to ensure that its values and principles are known 
and applied and to exclude that the individual 
initiatives can determine conducts incoherent with the 
values of the company. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Ethic Code is published in Italian on the Company’s 
website and is accessible to anyone. 

A paper based copy is delivered, upon request, to each 
Director, employee or consultant on the moment of the 
appointment, recruitment or conferment of task by the 
Company. The Ethic Code is object of specific 
circulation campaigns to clients and other interested 
parties also through the press or postal service as well 
as the modes considered mostly appropriate. 

Training 

The postal office, in close coordination with the 
Supervisory Body, will provide to insert initiatives 
destined to promote the knowledge of the values and 
the behaviour rules contained in the present Ethic Code 
in the annual training program. 

Constant improvement 

P.L. Ferrari & Co. S.r.l. intends to realise the constant 
improvement of the operation activities and the 
internal procedures to make the Company’s 
management more effective and efficient, ensuring the 
promptness and punctuality answering to the requests 
received by the clients and third parties in general, 
always in strict observance of the law; in this way, the 
company favours its interests and those of its partners.  

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


